REMARKS BY R. LUGWE, DURING OFFICIAL LAUNCH OF TEAM BUILDING
WORKSHOP AT MAMLAKA

Let me at the outset, say how delighted, I am to welcome you all to this
Leadership and Team Building Workshop.
We are all aware that education maintains and accelerates overall
development by preparing and developing manpower resources required for
a nation at all levels.
There is no sector of a nation’s economy that can grow without specific
attention being directed towards the development of its human resource base.
The Student Welfare Authority continues to play a keyroll for this university by
providing Catering and Accommodation services to the student community.
The Leadership and Team Building program we are launching today therefore
is expected to harness the leadership of all of us so that collectively we can
support the efficient operations of our unit.
Alone, we can do so little, together we can do so much and is it not important
to always remember that the freedom to do your own thing ends when you
have obligations and responsibilities.
One person seeking glory doesn’t accomplish much. Success is the result of
people pulling together.
Let us therefore compliment each other so that this unit of the university can
reap from the resultant synergy.
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I would like to appreciate the performance contracting team headed by Mr.
Ngari and specifically the efforts of Mr. Thairoh for the coordination of
appropriate training programmes for our staff that are running back to back
this entire week. These programmes are meant to empower our total workforce
to pull together towards the improvement of our delivery process.
I therefore urge all of you to take full advantage of these workshop, so that at
the end; this investment can pay the necessary dividends.
In conclusion let me appreciate the support we have continued to enjoy from
the school of business who have always provided us with the resource persons.
With that brief, it is now my pleasure to declare this workshop officially open.
Thank you.
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